Cops attack music festival

On March 7, Workers World writer Dianne Mathieuwets stated: “I was just at a press conference called by various local and national clergy that denounced the police action again as proof that there is nothing about Cop City that suggests de-escalation and protection of people’s rights. There are a significant number of Muscogee people here, and at least one of them was manhandled, brutally attacked and arrested by the police at the concert site.

“There is an acknowledgment of a variety of tactics. No disclaimer over the alleged property damage was made at today’s clergy press conference. All focus was on the militarized reactions of the police. The anger is over the fact that construction began and trees were cut down, before any construction permit has been over the fact that construction began and trees were cut down, before any construction permit has been.

The following news release was issued by Defend the Atlanta Forest after a brutal cop attack during the Week of Action to stop “Cop City.”

By Defend the Atlanta Forest

March 6 — Last night, multiple police agencies dressed in militarized gear and armed with lethal weapons raided a local family friendly music festival in a public park within the Weelaunee forest. They used excessive force to arrest dozens of concert-goers and threatened to shoot people in the park. The event was being held on the second day of the fifth Week of Action to protect the Weelaunee (Atlanta) Forest and stop Cop City.

Around 1,000 people gathered in a field among the trees in Weelaunee Forest for a second day of the music festival to listen to musicians perform, catch up with friends, enjoy an inflatable bounce house and share food. A separate protest group with hundreds of people marched to the forest near the Old Prison Farm, the site leased to the Atlanta Police Foundation for Cop City.

The march was in response to the murder of activist “Tortuguita” and a move to reclaim the Weelaunee Forest as a public commons. There are reports of construction vehicles and surveillance equipment being set on fire. Sometimes after this action, police retaliated viciously by raiding the entire forest, arresting at least 35 people at the nearby music festival, including people with no connection to or awareness of the action on the other side of the nearby 600-acre forest.

People attending the festival say police taxed concert-goers who were moving away from the commotion, tackled people to the ground and threatened to use lethal force. One cop reportedly kept an Indigenous concert-goer in a chokehold while fully on top of them.

Another eyewitness reports that a police officer of an unknown agency said, “I swear to God, I will fuck you to death!” to civilians in Weelaunee People’s Park (Intrenchment Creek Park). The Atlanta Community Press Collective reports that tear gas and pepper balls were used on people during arrests.

Despite this indiscriminate and violent attack by the police, the festival continued for over an hour with the crowd chanting: “Stop Cop City!” and “The show must go on!” between musical acts. Then, an army of police threatened to arrest all of the music festival participants on domestic terrorism charges.

In defense, festival-goers, park-goers, children and musicians stuck together and chanted: “We have children here!” and “Let us go home!” According to the Atlanta Community Press Collective, after festival-goers demanded to be released, the police checked identification cards of those leaving the forest.

Multiple legal observers were detained, and one legal observer was arrested. Several musicians were arrested as well. Additionally, multiple reporters were threatened with arrest by police. According to DeKalb County jail records, at least 22 people have been charged with domestic terrorism.

There have been many additional reports of police aggression that are still being confirmed. The Atlanta Solidarity Fund stated, “Indiscriminate police violence tonight against Stop Cop City festival-goers. Police seem to be lashing out at anyone present at the music festival. Music is not a crime; protest is not a crime. Police lawfully exercising force cannot be held criminally liable for the actions of others.

‘Cop City will never be a legitimate project. It continues to be widely opposed by Atlantans. The civil rights violations committed by police yesterday reaffirms that this cop training facility should never be built. We stand steadfast in our conviction to build a new world in which domestic terrorism.

Music is not a crime; protest is not a crime. People lawfully exercising their constitutional freedoms cannot be held criminally liable for the actions of others.

‘Cop City will never be a legitimate project. It continues to be widely opposed by Atlantans. The civil rights violations committed by police yesterday reaffirms that this cop training facility should never be built. We stand steadfast in our conviction to build a new world in which all people are safe from police terror,” says an organizer who wishes to remain anonymous.

To support those arrested, please visit atlsolidarity.org and donate to the bail fund.

You can visit defendtheatlantaforest.org/calendar for a full schedule. The week of action continues.

For background on this struggle please see workers.org/tag/copcity.

NLRB decision upholds Starbucks workers’ demands

By Arjae Red
Buffalo, New York

Administrative Law Judge Michael Rosas ruled March 1 that Starbucks is guilty of violating labor laws on hundreds of occasions, vindicating what workers have been alleging all along.

The ruling came the same day that Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders announced a Senate vote that could force Schultz to appear in front of the Senate’s Labor Committee to testify about the union busting. Schultz was given the opportunity to testify voluntarily, but he has so far refused.

This ruling in favor of the union, which Starbucks is expected to appeal, would have been impossible without the movement built by the workers and the massive outsourcing of support from customers and community members. Against all odds, Starbucks workers continue to fight against their bosses at the largest coffee corporation in the world. They are raising their voices loud enough so that neither the company nor the courts can ignore them.

The fight doesn’t end here. Starbucks has a history of ignoring court rulings and doing everything in their power to delay. While this legal victory marks a milestone for the union, the fight for the contract continues, as the company still refuses to bargain with its workers.

Workers at 290 stores in 37 states who chose the union are awaiting Starbucks at the bargaining table. With dozens of elections on the way, the number that will surely continue to rise, as the union grows stronger every day.

The author is a former Starbucks worker who helped organize the first stores in Buffalo, New York, and is a member of Workers World Party.
The horror portrayed in a recent New York Times expose of migrant child labor shows how relevant what Karl Marx wrote 156 years ago is now.

Marx’s monumental work, "Capital," was a tremendous theoretical contribution, describing in meticulous detail how the capitalist system of exploitation operates. One class of workers, the working class, produces “surplus value”—profit—for an elite class of idlers, the capitalist class.

Marx’s “Capital” does more than break down, in a scientific manner, the workings of capitalism; his work is a powerful and poignant indictment of the class that enriches itself. "The Working Day," Chapter 10 of Volume I—published in 1867—exposes the workplace horrors of 19th century England, as documented by the government’s own factory inspectors.

Children eight years old, and sometimes even younger, worked long hours in dangerous conditions in workplaces such as cotton mills, coal mines, factories, and steel works. Reports described nine- and 10-year-old children working shifts of 12 or more hours, often at night, in steel rolling mills.

“In its usurious, unrestrained passion, its werewolf hunger for surplus labor, capital usurps not only the moral, but even the mere physical, maximum bounds of the working day and benefits the time needed for growth, development and healthy maintenance of the body,” Marx wrote. He decried “the coining of children’s blood into capital.”

The title alone speaks volumes. Of the hundreds of thousands of unaccompanied minors who have crossed the U.S.-Mexico border seeking a better life, many have ended up working in dangerous jobs that violate child labor laws—including factories that make products for well-known brands like Cheetos and Fruit of the Loom.

Others—the teenagers and even younger children—pack- ages cereals and granola bars, operate milking machines, clean hotel rooms, work in roofing and make auto parts for Ford and General Motors.

Many work at night and try to attend school during the day, but they fall asleep in class or end up dropping out. These exploited children suffer frequent, sometimes fatal, injuries. They are working to help their families in their home countries and pay off large debts to “sponsors,” who helped them come into the U.S.

"In many parts of the country, middle and high school teachers in English-language learner programs say it is now common for nearly all their students to rush off to long shifts after their classes end," according to the Times report.

Two Fortune 500 corporations play the same "werewolf hunger" for profits that Marx observed in 19th century Europe. This continues to drive the exploitation of workers, children, not only inside the U.S. but around the world.

No child should have to suffer such a high level of abuse and be "alone and exploited.”

Organized labor has a responsibility to confront this brutal example of racism and xenophobia head on. Unions that represent workers at companies that illegally profit from child labor need to make this a collective bargaining issue—such as at the auto companies, whose contracts with the United Auto Workers expire this year. Teachers’ unions need to speak up for the migrant children their members teach.

Class struggle in the 1930s won the Fair Labor Standards Act that, among other things, limited child labor. It will take a global, classwide movement to stop “the coining of children’s blood into capital.” Another world is possible—and necessary.

In the 21st century, 19th century conditions

Sadly, things are not so different in 2023. This was made vividly clear in a Feb. 25 New York Times article, “Alone and exploited, migrant children work brutal jobs across the U.S.”

The title alone speaks volumes. Of the hundreds of thousands of unaccompanied minors who have crossed the U.S.-Mexico border seeking a better life, many have ended up working in dangerous jobs that violate child labor laws—including factories that make products for well-known brands like Cheetos and Fruit of the Loom.

Others—the teenagers and even younger children—pack- ages cereals and granola bars, operate milking machines, clean hotel rooms, work in roofing and make auto parts for Ford and General Motors.

Many work at night and try to attend school during the day, but they fall asleep in class or end up dropping out. These exploited children suffer frequent, sometimes fatal, injuries. They are working to help their families in their home countries and pay off large debts to “sponsors,” who helped them come into the U.S.

"In many parts of the country, middle and high school teachers in English-language learner programs say it is now common for nearly all their students to rush off to long shifts after their classes end," according to the Times report.

Two Fortune 500 corporations play the same "werewolf hunger" for profits that Marx observed in 19th century Europe. This continues to drive the exploitation of workers, children, not only inside the U.S. but around the world.

No child should have to suffer such a high level of abuse and be "alone and exploited.”

Organized labor has a responsibility to confront this brutal example of racism and xenophobia head on. Unions that represent workers at companies that illegally profit from child labor need to make this a collective bargaining issue—such as at the auto companies, whose contracts with the United Auto Workers expire this year. Teachers’ unions need to speak up for the migrant children their members teach.

Class struggle in the 1930s won the Fair Labor Standards Act that, among other things, limited child labor. It will take a global, classwide movement to stop "the coining of children’s blood into capital.” Another world is possible—and necessary.

Join us in the fight for socialism!

Workers World Party is a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist party inside the belly of the imperialist beast. We are a multinational, multigenerational and multigendered organization that not only aims to abolish capitalism, but to build a socialist society because it’s the only way forward!

Capitalism and imperialism threaten the peoples of the world and the planet itself in the neverending quest for ever-greater profits.

Capitalism means war and austerity, racism and repression, attacks on im/migrants, misogyny, LGBTQ+ oppression and mistreatment of people with disabilities. It means joblessness, increasing homelessness and impoverishment and lack of hope for the future. No social problems can be solved under capitalism.

The U.S. is the richest country in the world, yet no one has a guaranteed right to shelter, food, water, health care, education or living elsewhere—unless they can pay for it. Wages are lower than ever, and youth are saddled with seemingly insurmountable student debt, if they even make it to college. Black, Brown and Indigenous youth and trans people are gurned down by cops and bigots on a regular basis.

The ruthless ruling class today seeks to wipe out decades of gains and benefits won by hard-fought struggles by people’s movements. The super-rich and their political representatives have intensified their attacks on the multinational, multigender and multigenerational working class. It is time to point the blame at—and challenge—the capitalist system.

WWF fights for socialism because the working class produces all wealth in society, and this wealth should be managed by and for the working class. World revolution is the only way to bring about a socialist world.

If you are interested in joining Workers World Party contact: 212.627.2994
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Resistance behind bars
Walpole prison strike 50 years on

By Phebe Eckfeldt

March 15 will mark the 50th anniversary of the 1973 Walpole Prison takeover in Massachusetts by incarcerated workers. It ended May 18, some 65 days later. What led to this stupendous, courageous event by captured workers?

Bobby Dello, a leader of the takeover, spent 40 years in prison, much of that time in Walpole, including 10 years in solitary confinement. He categorized it as one of the most dangerous prisons in the U.S. In one 18-month period, 20 prisoners were murdered. At that time, the particularly brutal Raymond Porelle was the warden. Rampant guard-on-prisoner violence, endemic human rights violations, poor nutrition and filthy conditions escalated. It was common for guards to give prisoners cold meals, urinate in their tea and put soap powder in their food.

In December 1972, during Kwanzaa, the administration locked the prison down, denying the prisoners clean clothes, showers, outside time and visits. The lockdown lasted 2 ½ months in Blocks 9 and 10. Blocks 9 and 10 were classified as Departmental Segregation Units (DSU). This is where men were sent for punishment and torture. Protest leaders were sent there in retaliation for their actions. Guards would flood the cells, put bugs in the food, set fire to clothes and bedding, put the heat on at full blast or turn it off all day, do reca tal searches and use mace and tear gas.

General strike shows prisoner unity

A general work strike began on Feb. 21. John Boone, a Black man, was the Corrections Commissioner, who considered himself a prison abolitionist. Demands were for the resignation of Warden Porelle and for “citizen observers” to be allowed into the prison. Both demands were met, and the strike ended March 2. The hatred for Porelle ran so deep and wide that the incarcerated people stated that he had united them and made them strong. Citizen observers began to enter the prison on March 3.

The leadership of Walpole prisoners at this time was embedded in the National Prisoner Reform Association, which believed in prison abolition. The NPRA strove to organize prisoners into collective bargaining units and have more power when going up against the guards’ unions. They saw themselves as a labor union, recognizing that they were captured and exploited workers.

The leaders of NPRA-Walpole were a Black man, Ralph Hamm III, who had been sentenced to life for “intent” to rape a white woman, and Dellelo, a white man. They were supported by Black African Nations with families to take place outside in the yard, with playground equipment they had fought for. Prisoners also set up an Adult Prisoners Education Program. A board of elected prisoners became a dispute-resolution committee to address any larger problems. The beating, maiming and murder by state documents and making building materials, license plates, street signs, sewer covers, furniture and eyeglasses. They cooked 1,800 meals a day.

Guards walk off job

The guards were livid about the prisoners’ demands and that Boone had agreed to them. They hated the arrival of outside civilian observers. Observers, some of whom had formerly been incarcerated, examined the guards’ job performance and reported violations. When the first observers took their posts on March 9, some 50 guards refused to punch in and the entire 3:00 p.m. shift walked off the job. Calling for Boone’s immediate firing, the guards issued a strike ultimatum on March 14.

The NPRA then demanded the release of those locked up in Blocks 9 and 10. On March 15, 11 prisoners were released from Block 10 and entered the general population. In response, some 200 guards walked out of Walpole, beginning an official prison strike. The cor rectors were free of guards for the first time. The guards “union” continued to demand that Boone leave. He responded by suspending 150 of them for five days without pay. Cadet trainees, who were young men of color, were given keys to the cell blocks and ordered to work alongside the incarcerated workers.

Prisoners take over

On March 15, 1973, those incarcerated at Walpole took over and began running the prison.

The NPRA set up a structure of 20 committees, which were accountable to the whole prisoner population. The committees managed the hospital, the kitchen, mail distribution, educational programs, industrial production and employment. A printing apprenticeship program was set up to build skills and ensure a higher wage when getting out. The NPRA arranged for visits with families to come to the yard, with playground equipment they had fought for. Prisoners also set up an Adult Prisoners Education Program. A board of elected prisoners became a dispute-resolution committee to address any larger problems. The beating, maiming and murder by guards ceased. From March 15 to May 18, the NPRA functioned as the elected representative of the prisoners at Walpole and was responsible for running nearly the entire institution.

Civilian observers side with prisoners

In its never-ending quest to divide the workers in order to exist, the capitalist class constantly demobilized and demeaned the incarcerated workers to workers on the outside, through their kept press and media. Therefore, civilian observers were very important to the life of the prison takeover, particularly in countering the disinformation of the guards about what was going on inside.

The observers’ role was to observe activity, report abusive incidents and witness how the NPRA ran the prison. The observers regularly called on the press. Most observers quickly realized that it was the guards who were the problem, and they became advocates for the incarcerated population.

They came in at 7 a.m., 3 p.m. and 11 p.m. shifts every day. They were free to go to any area of the prison and talk and eat with those incarcerated. Female observers were not allowed inside the prison but acted as shift coordinators. There were many reports of guards slicing the tires of cadets and observers.

One observer stated: “When we visited Walpole, the prisoners had ended their work strike. The guards were still out. And we found prisoners, Boone at work, its workers, its employers, its organizations, its cooks, craftsmen, educators, even its artists.” (“Prisoners take control of Walpole Prison,” libcom.org)

Right outside the prison doors in Boston, Black school children riding buses to school were being assaulted daily with rocks and bottles by large, angry racist mobs.

The racist forces who were opposed to desegregation had taken over City Hall. This historical context was very important in guiding the Walpole prisoners’ beliefs and actions.

State retaliates

On May 18, the NPRA became aware that the state forces would be coming to retake the prison. They had prisoners prop open cell doors, so they could not be closed by guards using remote control. Observers still in the prison recorded that it was “quiet as a morgue.”

The acting warden had called in the state police upon receiving false reports of mass destruction. Black outside Allen — Rev. Edward Rodman and State Representative Bill Owens — joined observers. Guards and state police entered with guns and brought a violent end to the prisoners’ takeover of Walpole.

The prison was locked down. Dellolo was “striped, beaten, run naked across broken glass and thrown in the hole.” (“Instead of Prisons,” Chapter 9, Prison Policy Initiative).

Rodman had stayed on Hamm’s cellblock during the prison guards. Boone was subsequently fired. Hamm stated that the NPRA was “terrorized and brutalized out of existence” for its efforts to unite.

Prisoner strikes in 1970s historic

People incarcerated at Walpole were influenced by the 1971 strike at Attica Prison, which had lasted for 19 days and gave birth to the prisoner union movement; the heroic Attica rebellion of 1971; and the assassination of beloved leader George Jackson in 1971 by San Quentin prison guards.

The nationwide prisoner strikes of the 1970s remain a testament to what is possible, when people “behind the wall” unite across the divisions imposed on them by the prison-industrial complex. The grainy documentary “7000 Years to Life,” filmed inside Walpole during the takeover, is proof of such an accomplishment.

Many of the organizers remained incarcerated for decades and continued to resist. Many have since died, including Peter Ladetto and the late, great John McGrath. Dellolo is still around, and Hamm (allegedly accused) was finally released just two years ago. “I was one who dared. … Life would be far more difficult for Massachusetts prisoners now, had we not taken on the ‘powers that be’ directly, and struggled for prison reform. The sacrifices we may have made were worth the lives that we ultimately saved — including our own.” (Ralph Ham, in “When the Prisoners Ran Walpole,” by Jamie Bissonette, 2008)

Susana Mortimer, longtime anti-prison activist, contributed to this article.
La campaña de guerra de Biden aviva la resistencia

Por John Catalinoto

27 de febrero de 2023 — En la semana del primer aniversario de la guerra de Estados Unidos y la OTAN contra Rusia en Ucrania, la administración Biden ha tomado o anunciado medidas para prolongar la guerra y arriesgarse a una escalada. Los medios de comunicación corporativos han repetido como loros y amplificado cada anuncio del gobierno. Y el movimiento antiguerra comenzó a responder.

El pasado 22 de febrero, Biden hizo un rápido viaje en tren el 22 de febrero a Kiev, donde se reunió con el presidente ucraniano Volodymyr Zelensky para apuntalar su tambaleante régimen. Biden ofreció su nuevo paquete de ayuda para Ucrania, en el frente. (PBS, 21 de febrero)

"cubrirían las espaldas de Ucrania", lo que dejó de suministrar armas al régimen de coalición socialdemócrata de Berlín de Kiev y exigieron conversaciones de paz. (Radio Sputnik, 23 de febrero)

Los manifestantes pidieron al gobierno de coalición socialdemócrata de Berlín que dejara de suministrar armas al régimen de Kiev y exigieron conversaciones de paz. (Radio Sputnik, 23 de febrero)

Lo ocurrido a Richardson llevó a la entrenadora de la SEC [Southeastern Conference]. Así es como jugamos. No vamos a cambiarlo", dijo. (boudingtontopsports.com)

No es el primer ataque al entrenador Staley

También hubo manifestaciones en varias ciudades de Portugal y acciones más pequeñas en Gran Bretaña. Son una respuesta a las décadas de armas y su base aérea de Aviano, como importante depósito de armas y su base aérea de Aviano, como importante depósito de armas y su base aérea de Aviano.

También hubo manifestaciones en varias ciudades de Portugal y acciones más pequeñas en Gran Bretaña. Son una respuesta a las décadas de armas y su base aérea de Aviano, como importante depósito de armas y su base aérea de Aviano.

Esta acción une a todas las fuerzas de la izquierda que han estado agitando por el cambio de la clase obrera y a la guerra en la mayoría de los países fueron más fuertes de lo que habían dicho.

Las fuerzas a favor de la guerra aprovecharon el primer aniversario para organizar el apoyo a la guerra. Las acciones contra la guerra en la mayoría de los países fueron más fuertes de lo que habían dicho.

En Italia, miles de personas se manifiesta
taron en todo el país, en Roma, Florencia, Milán y Génova, contra la sanciones ocurridas impuestas a Rusia. Los manifestantes exigieron que el gobierno de Italia niegue el apoyo a las muertes de minera italiana, Giorgia Meloni, deje de suministrar armas a Kiev. Estados Unidos ha utilizado su base en Camp Darby, cerca de Livorno, como importante depósito de armas a la guerra de Ucrania, en el noreste de Italia, para borrar las decretadas en Yugoslavia en 1999 y Libia en 2011. Desde suelo italiano, muchas bases aéreas estadounidenses amenazan a Rusia con un primer ataque nuclear. Estas amenazas también convierten a Italia en un objetivo.


El reclamo de la izquierda que han estado agitando por el cambio de la clase obrera y a la guerra en la mayoría de los países fueron más fuertes de lo que habían dicho.
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